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Abstract

Objective: To study spinal cord compressions occurring in Degenerative Cervical Myelopathy (DCM) using a comprehensive biomechanical model defined by actual features observed in patients, in a view to better understand the pathogenesis and further predict patients evolution.

Methods: Anatomical MRIs from 20 DCM patients were collected. Compression indices derived from spinal canal and spinal cord were measured at the compression site. Mean values were compared to values reported in literature and to the Spine Model for Safety and Surgery (comprehensive 3D finite element model of the spine), further used for simulations. Based on those results, a 30% reduction in cord cross-sectional area at C5-C6 intervertebral disk was defined as the compression threshold inducing myelopathy. Four main compression patterns were simulated. Median diffuse, median focal and lateral compression types were modelled as a migration of the disk into the spinal canal evenly, at the central line only and laterally, respectively. Circumferential type involved a posterior compression by the ligamentum flavum. All constraints in spinal cord were quantified along inferior-superior axis, along compression development and within atlas-defined spinal cord regions.

Results: Regardless of compression types, predominant stress was found along anteroposterior axis but also along inferior-superior axis, attributable to a slight sliding of the disk in that direction because of natural spine anatomical restrictions. Anterior GM and WM regions globally received the highest stress while lateral pathways were the least affected. Compression applied along the complete anterior side of the cord (median diffuse) globally induced the highest constraints. Additional posterior compression by ligamentum flavum (circumferential) might focus constraints in the anterior gray matter region. Along inferior-superior axis, median diffuse and circumferential types showed a peak of constraints at compression site while median focal and lateral types showed lower constraints values but extending further.

Conclusion: Median diffuse type would be the most detrimental based on stress amplitude. Anterior regions would be the most at risk, except for circumferential type where posterior regions would be equally affected. Ischemia would be a significant component in addition to applying constraints to explain the pathogenesis of DCM, in particular for lateral pathways. Future work will look at patient-specific simulations and
relation with clinical symptoms. Biomechanical models could become strong predictors of degenerative changes.
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1. Introduction

Degenerative Cervical Myelopathy (DCM) is the most common progressive non-traumatic disorder of the spinal cord (SC) in elderly population with a prevalence of 605 per million people in North America (1). Eighty-seven percent of global population above 60 years old is estimated to present one or more severely degenerated cervical levels (2). DCM results from degenerative changes of the cervical spine with aging causing spinal canal stenosis, cord compression and eventually myelopathy (i.e. SC-related neurologic deficit). Degenerative changes are multiple and can happen concurrently or individually (1). On the anterior side of the cord, intervertebral disk draining causing disk material migration into the spinal canal, spondylitis with osteophytes development along with hypertrophy of the posterior longitudinal ligament (PLL) progressively reduce the spinal canal cross section. On the opposite side, the spinal canal is reduced by hypertrophy of the ligamentum flavum. Compression is suspected to first disrupt tissue perfusion and metabolism, which then leads to expanding tissue necrosis (cell loss, axonal demyelination, Wallerian degeneration) (3–5). In addition to the chronic static cord compression, everyday life neck motion (flexion, extension) is expected to add repeated traumas to the cord (dynamic effects). However, the respective role of each process in tissue degeneration yielding myelopathy remains unknown. The multiple processes aforementioned induce a high variability in the patients’ clinical presentation and the compression patterns observed on MRI or CT scans. Severity of symptoms is therefore hardly predictable.

The SC compression process is intrinsically mechanical. Finite element models are therefore very well suited to study SC compression processes occurring in DCM degeneration. Several biomechanical studies already proposed DCM compression models. Nishida et al (6) first studied the contribution of static and dynamic anterior compressions of the cord for three different patterns (central, lateral, diffuse). Kim et al (7) investigated the individual effects of different patterns of ossification of the PLL and ligamentum flavum. Nishida et al then explored the static and dynamic effects of the ossification of the PLL (8). Finally, Khuyagbaatar et al (9) modelled both single-level and multi-level compressions caused by ossification of the PLL.

In all of these studies, the different processes involved were not simulated concurrently. Resulting stresses were only analyzed based on visual assessment of the stress maps or by quantification at a specific compression stage and level without
comparison across spinal pathways, compression development or inferior-superior (I-S) axis. Moreover, models were often simplified with unnatural compression loading, which is useful to identify the specific effects of a given process but could miss some important features induced by the natural human anatomy.

In this work, simulations of the main compression patterns derived from clinical MR exploration of 20 DCM patients were designed using a detailed and comprehensive cervical SC model. Quantitative compression features measurements from MRI data and derived from literature were integrated. All resulting constraints were analyzed along the I-S axis, along compression development and across atlas-defined SC regions so as to identify the specificity of each compression pattern. Such analysis can help understand the multiple degenerative processes associated with DCM and identify the most detrimental pattern. Those simulations could guide clinicians in the treatment, surgical planning and/or prognosis of this pathology.
2. Material and Methods

2.1. Compression features from literature review

2.1.1. Most frequently affected level

Intervertebral disk level C5-C6 is the most frequently compressed level in DCM patients (10,11). It is hypothesized to be due to the higher mobility of that segment compared to others (12). It is also among the two segments with smallest anteroposterior (A-P) spinal canal diameter (13).

2.1.2. Compression threshold inducing tissue degeneration

In literature, SC compression has been quantified using different morphological measurements (Table 1). First studies chose to measure the spinal canal A-P diameter. Arnold et al. (14) shows a strong involvement of age and of this measure at C5 in myelopathy severity. According to Fehlings et al. (4) based on such data, a diameter of less than 12 mm would be a critical threshold in the development of DCM, while a normal cervical spinal canal diameter would be around 17-18 mm (15,16). In close agreement, Adams and Logue (17) found an average A-P spinal canal diameter of 11.8 mm in their DCM-only group, while the average diameter without osteophyte was 17.2 mm and the average diameter in the control group was 19.2 mm. Those values are also in agreement with Edwards and LaRocca’s study (11) on narrow cervical spinal canal but they slightly differ from the values reported in Burrows et al. (15) with a median sagittal canal diameter of 14.5 mm at C5 in degenerative cervical spondylosis. Ogino et al. (13) also measured a larger critical canal diameter with around 13 mm for the DCM group with respect to around 16 mm for the control group at C5.

The Maximum Canal Compromise (MCC) and Maximum SC Compression (MSCC) indices were also proposed to predict patients’ surgical outcome (18–22). MCC (resp. MSCC) were calculated as $100 \times \left(1 - \frac{d_i}{(d_a+d_b)/2}\right)$ % with $d_i$, $d_a$ and $d_b$ being the A-P canal (resp. cord) diameters at compression level, at the nearest normal level above and below compression level respectively. In DCM patients prior to surgery, reported MCC mean values were 35.3% (N=71)(18) and 49.2% (N=114)(21); reported MSCC values were 27.4% (N=71)(18), 33.9% (N=114)(21) and 31.5% (N=113)(23). However, the calculation of those indices might be prone to substantial rater bias related to the...
definition of the nearest normal levels above and below compression level, largely depending on the number of compressed levels in the patient.

Compression assessment based on the SC Cross-Sectional Area (CSA) might be less prone to bias and more directly related to the compression-induced tissue damage. According to Penning et al.’s study (24), the critical SC compression threshold inducing myelopathy is a CSA of ~60 mm² measured in CT myelography at C5-C6 vertebral level, corresponding to a 30% reduction in CSA compared to controls. Note that this threshold is in agreement with the reported MSCC values on DCM. In their cohort of 113 DCM patients in need of decompression surgery, Li et al. reported a mean CSA and MSCC of 51.15 mm² and 31.5% respectively (23).

Finally, the A-P compression ratio has also been employed. It is the ratio of the A-P diameter of the cord over its right-left (R-L) diameter (Figure 1). Li et al. measured a mean ratio of 34.25% across the same cohort (23). However, this index was unsuccessfully correlated to decompression surgery outcome.

2.2. Compression features from acquired MRI data

To complete and balance the data heterogeneity in literature regarding DCM features, anatomical MR images of 20 diagnosed DCM adult patients acquired at 3T (Magnetom Verio, Siemens Healthcare) at CEMEREM (La Timone Hospital, APHM, Marseille, France) were retrospectively examined.

2.2.1. Most frequently affected level

C4-C5 and C5-C6 were the most frequent compression levels (N=8 respectively) in the cohort.

2.2.2. Compression threshold inducing tissue degeneration

The morphological features of DCM compressions were inspected on T2*-weighted and T1-weighted images. The following measurements were performed on T1-weighted images at the maximum compression level: A-P and R-L spinal canal diameters, A-P and R-L cord diameters (used to calculate A-P cord compression), spinal canal and cord Cross-Sectional Area (CSA), cord A-P occupation (cord A-P diameter/canal A-P diameter) and cord CSA occupation (cord CSA/canal CSA). Those indices are defined on Figure 1. Measurements were performed manually using Horos (horosproject.org).
2.2.3. Elected compression features for simulations

Considering morphometric indices based on SC more directly related to the constraint applying in it, and given the proximity between measurements derived from MRI data and literature (see Table 1 and Results section), the SC CSA was elected to define the compression threshold. A SC CSA of 70% with respect to the initial CSA (equivalent to a 30% CSA reduction) was defined as threshold inducing myelopathy at C5-C6 intervertebral disk level.

2.2.4. Observed compression types

Anatomical MRI images showed various compression patterns which were classified into 4 main types (Figure 2) in agreement with previous studies (6,25,26): median and diffuse (N=9), median and focal (N=2), lateral (N=5), circumferential (N=4). Note that paramedian focal compressions (compression point not exactly in the median sagittal plan of the cord, as shown in the MRI scan for median focal type in Figure 2) would be included in median focal type.

2.3. Simulations

2.3.1. Finite element model description

The Spine Model for Safety and Surgery (27,28) was employed to simulate each type of SC compression. This is a 3D finite element model of the spine made out of the CT scan of a 32-year old healthy male human subject. It includes vertebrae, ligaments, intervertebral disks, SC gray and white matter (GM, WM), spinal roots, dura and pia matter, dentate ligaments and ganglion. GM and WM were modelled according to an elastic law with tangent moduli of 1.67×10⁻¹ and 0.9×10⁻¹ MPa respectively (29). Their geometry was defined based on a high-resolution MRI atlas (30). Anterior and posterior GM regions as well as WM dorsal column, WM lateral motor, WM lateral sensory and WM anterior spinal pathway regions were defined according to histological and MRI atlases (31,32). SC sub-regions were modelled as a continuous mesh. SC was meshed with tetrahedral elements, as were the Intervertebral Disk (IVD), made of a nucleus and an annulus (28). The complete description of the model parameters used can be found in Table 2. For clarity purposes, in the subsequent text, the posterior > anterior axis was defined along $\hat{x}$, the right > left axis along $\hat{y}$ and the inferior > superior axis along $\hat{z}$ (see Figure 2).
Since literature review and MRI data both showed that C5-C6 was the most frequently affected level in DCM and since this study focused on single-level compression, the cervical segment from C4 to C6 was extracted. It also enabled to remain within acceptable simulation times and manageable memory size.

2.3.2. General simulation features

Simulations were designed with HyperMesh v17 and performed with RADIOSS v17 (Altair Engineering Inc., MI, USA).

C4 and C6 vertebrae were fixed. C5-C6 IVD and C5-C6 ligamentum flavum were used to impose the SC loading with a given kinematic condition (see below). Constraints on those entities were therefore not considered. To account for the quasi-static behavior of the degenerative process, the kinetic energy relaxation was forced at each computing step.

2.3.3. Diffuse median compression

All nodes of C5-C6 IVD were translated along $-\bar{x}$ about 9.9mm so as to reach a 70% compression ratio in CSA at the compression site.

2.3.4. Acute median compression

C5-C6 IVD was divided into two groups of nodes. The central line (~6.5mm thickness out of 20mm diameter) was translated by 9.8mm along $-\bar{x}$ while the remaining nodes were translated by 7.9mm so as to reach a compression ratio of 70% and avoid rupture of too many elements.

2.3.5. Asymmetric compression

C5-C6 IVD was divided into four groups of nodes. The most left part of the disk (7.4mm thick), a central-left line (2.5mm thick), the central line (1.9mm thick) and the remaining right part of the disk (7.6mm thick) were translated along $-\bar{x}$ by 11.2mm, 10.5mm, 8.5mm and 8.1mm respectively. Such design enabled us to create asymmetry in the compression while still reaching a 70% compression ratio.

2.3.6. Circumferential compression

All nodes of C5-C6 IVD were translated along $-\bar{x}$ by 4.4mm while all nodes of C5-C6 ligamentum flavum were translated along $+\bar{x}$ by 4.4mm.
2.4. Quantification

Stresses along X, Y, Z, shear stresses in XY, YZ, ZX and Von Mises stress were extracted with HyperView v2017 and Compose v2019.2 (Altair Engineering Inc., MI, USA). Data were processed with Python v3.6.

2.4.1. Study along inferior-superior axis

To mitigate outliers effect, the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile of each constraint absolute value within SC at each millimeter was extracted for each compression type and plotted along the I-S axis. The absolute value enabled to be independent from the axes direction definition.

2.4.2. Study across compression development course

For each simulation step, the 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile of each constraint absolute value within the whole SC was extracted for each compression type.

2.4.3. Study across spinal cord regions

The 95\textsuperscript{th} percentile of each constraint absolute value within each of the 6 SC regions (anterior and posterior GM, WM dorsal column, WM lateral motor, WM lateral sensory and WM anterior pathways) was extracted for each compression type and pictured on a transversal unwrapped SC map. Note that left and right regions were quantified together to get rid of bias caused by potential asymmetry in compression types (e.g., lateral type).
3. Results

Mean spinal canal and cord measurements across patients performed on MRI data were compared to literature data in Table 1. Those measurements were normalized to initial SM2S model dimensions (1st row) to determine the equivalent compression in the model. Compression indices based on spinal canal dimensions showed poor agreement between our DCM cohort, SM2S model and literature data available. However, cord-based indices, and in particular, MSCC, A-P cord diameter and cord CSA showed a rough agreement around a 30% compression value between the measurements performed on the DCM cohort with respect to initial SM2S dimensions and literature data with respect to controls (equivalent to an index value of 70% with respect to the uncompressed state).

The similarity obtained between the designed simulations and the observed DCM compression patterns on transversal MRIs can be observed on Figure 2. The median diffuse compression is mainly caused by the migration of a large portion of the disk into the canal in addition to osteophyte development. The SC is pushed from its anterior side to the posterior side of the canal. In the median focal type, the compression is more local, predominantly caused by osteophyte developments or herniated disk, which was modelled by a more prominent migration of the central A-P line of the disk. The lateral compression is caused by an asymmetric degeneration of the disk and/or osteophyte development; it was simulated by a more prominent migration of the left side of the disk. Finally, the circumferential compression type involves an additional process: hypertrophy and bulking of the ligament flavum induce a posterior stenosis of the spinal canal while disk migration and/or osteophyte development constrict the cord anteriorly.

A sole observation of constraint maps (as in Figure 2) does not enable to detect differences between compression types. For all types, GM appears as the structure with the most constraints, which is attributable to its highest rigidity compared to WM. Profiles along I-S axis look similar and so far, history of the compression development process is missing.

The quantitative constraints profile along the I-S axis in the whole SC is presented in Figure 3 for each compression type. Two profiles can be identified. Median diffuse and circumferential types show a peak of the constraints at the level of compression whereas median focal and lateral types show low constraint values but extending over a larger height of the SC, spreading from upper C5 level down to lower C6. Such features would not have been detectable with a sole qualitative observation of the constraints maps
(Figure 2), hence the value of the quantitative analysis. Median diffuse appears as the compression type inducing the highest constraint to the SC tissue with a peak of the Von Mises stress at 0.15MPa and of $\sigma_X$ (stress along $\hat{x}$) at 0.14MPa. For all types, the highest directional stress is along X while the highest shear stress is in the ZX plane.

Figure 4 presents the evolution of constraints within cord along the development of the pathology until compression threshold is reached. A linear rise of the constraints can be observed with the development of the compression but at different pace according to compression types. Constraints in SC start to increase earlier for median focal and lateral types but at a slower pace than other types. Median diffuse show the latest rise of the constraints and the fastest pace. Nevertheless, care has to be taken when comparing those results as time scale and respective timings of individual degenerative changes are unknown and may highly vary across population. Again, for all types, the constraints are dominated by the stress along X and the shear stress in the ZX plane.

Figure 5 presents constraints analysis by SC sub-regions. Spinal pathways were affected differently according to compression type. Globally, highest constraint values were found for Von Mises and directional stresses. Shear stresses in XY and YZ planes showed the lowest contributions.

The median diffuse type induced the most damage, mainly in GM and WM anterior regions. Interestingly, this compression type also showed the highest shear stress value in ZX plane (for the GM posterior horns). This type also showed the highest stress along Z (within the anterior WM).

The median focal type also showed high $\sigma_X$ in the central regions of the cord (anterior WM, GM and dorsal columns) but posterior GM horns were less affected than with the diffuse type.

The lateral compression type showed a similar profile as the median focal type but with lowest constraint values (Von Mises, $\sigma_X$). Of note, although the compression pattern is asymmetric, the lateral pathways were not the most affected. Highest constraints were found in anterior regions.

Finally, the circumferential type almost showed no shear stress and constraints were mainly the stress along X and Von Mises stress. Interestingly, the stress along X was similarly distributed between anterior and posterior regions. Indeed, this compression pattern was the one with the highest $\sigma_X$ in posterior GM horns and dorsal columns.
4. Discussion

In this work, biomechanical constraints applying in the SC during typical DCM compressions were studied and the effect of compression pattern was investigated. In a view to perform realistic simulations, compression features were defined based on MRI data and morphological studies available in literature. A compression threshold inducing myelopathy was defined based on the SC CSA and four compression patterns were simulated using a detailed and comprehensive finite element model of the spine. Differences in terms of I-S profile of the constraints at compression threshold, constraint evolution along development of degenerations and constraints distribution across SC sub-regions were examined.

4.1. Main findings

Regardless of the compression type, the main constraints standing out were along the A-P axis, as well as along I-S axis in anterior regions. In addition to the obvious A-P compression, the anatomy (alignment between the disk and the opposite vertebrae posterior part) might also induce a sliding of the disk in the I-S direction, resulting in constraints along this axis as well. Moreover, GM is globally the most affected structure, which is attributable to its higher rigidity compared to WM. This result is in agreement with histologic and clinicopathologic studies reporting most severely affected central GM, anterior cell loss and GM infarction in DCM patients (4,13). Also, interestingly, ischemia and compression are thought to be additive causes to tissue necrosis. Experimental studies in dogs demonstrated the combined effects of those two processes, with anterior SC compression and ligation of segmental arteries (33), and with cervical compression and obstruction of the arterial plexus (34). Ischemia clearly exacerbated the pathologic effects of compression and yielded a particular vulnerability of corticospinal tracts to injury. Such observation was substantiated by clinicopathologic studies reporting that corticospinal tracts demyelination was one of the first pathological changes in DCM (13). In light of those findings, our results suggest that lateral WM tracts damage occurring in DCM cannot be explained by applying constraints only, but that ischemia would be a necessary component to this process.

In agreement with previous biomechanical studies on DCM compressions (6,9), the median diffuse type induced the highest constraints. Median focal and lateral types differed especially regarding the constraints profile along the I-S axis, suggesting that SC
would need to be screened more carefully rostral and caudal to the compression site for such compression patterns. This result can be explained by the more local compression; the cord needs to be confined in a more restricted area, involving opposite forces applying above and below the compression site to clench the cord. The circumferential type, involving both anterior and posterior compression by hypertrophy of the ligamentum flavum, exhibited particular constraints distribution across SC sub-regions. Very low shear stresses were observed and constraints were mainly focused in the A-P axis. Effects of ligaments ossification on the stress distribution in SC have been studied at thoracic and cervical levels (7–9) but they have never been compared to other compression types with identical spine models. Quantification results may substantially differ across models. The current study enables to directly identify the specific effects of each type, and in particular, the circumferential type would be the one inducing the highest constraints along A-P axis in posterior GM horns.

Furthermore, this work investigated the evolution of stresses in SC as DCM degenerations develop. Such analysis could guide neurosurgeons in defining the critical time to prescribe surgery or in identifying the most detrimental degenerative changes. For instance, results obtained here would suggest that lateral and median focal types take more degenerative changes (displacement) or more time to set up and reach the threshold defined as inducing myelopathy. However, to translate those results to real life, timings of each degenerative process with respect to each other need to be known. But those degenerative processes and their timing are very likely to vary across patients. Simulations designed specifically on the patient morphology (patient-specific simulations) would therefore be required to predict the pathology evolution.

Beyond that, this study proposes an exhaustive quantitative analysis of the constraints at different scales (across degeneration process, I-S axis, SC regions) which, to the best of our knowledge, has been rarely done in the literature, probably because of the large memory size and lack of tools available for such study. However, such analysis is crucial to explore and understand the tissue degeneration processes of this pathology.

4.2. Limitations and perspectives

Compressions occurring in DCM patients are highly variable, as are the symptoms. For the study purposes, compression patterns were classified into 4 main types. Interestingly, this classification was found to be consistent across the literature (6,9). However, real cases often mix those types either at different intervertebral levels or even
at a single level. Designing such compression patterns would come to patient-specific simulations, relevant for report case studies.

The same compression threshold was defined for each type. However, given the variability of constraints distribution, this threshold is likely to differ across types. No data available in the literature enabled to provide an answer to this question. Further investigations, in association with MRI examinations and patient-specific simulations, will look at the definition of this threshold based on the actual constraints value applying in the tissue, which might be a more direct surrogate than the CSA. Anyhow, indices based on spinal canal dimensions appeared less reliable to define the myelopathy or symptomatic threshold than indices based on SC dimensions because of a larger variability.

In the current study, only static effects of compression were considered. Dynamic effects (with repeated neck flexion and extension) are suspected to have a significant impact on myelopathy development too. In a simplified model of the cervical spine, they were shown to have a different effect on stress distribution in the cord (6) but this effect was not quantified. Integration of such effects in the current model would be relevant.

Results suggest that the choice of tissue rigidity for GM with regards to WM have a strong impact on the resulting stress values in those two structures. Even though limited literature exists on this topic for human, three studies (two groups) agreed on a higher stiffness of GM compared to WM, in bovine cervical cord by tensile testing (29,35) and in mice SC using atomic force microscopic indentation and tensile measurements (36). One study found no significant difference using pipette aspiration method in rabbit SC (37). In this study, values reported for bovine cervical cord were used with higher stiffness of GM (29). Although it is likely to observe the same behavior in humans, everything has still to be shown. Therefore, stress values reported here can only be considered relatively. In addition, if GM turned out to be less rigid than WM in humans, results of these simulations might be challenged.

Furthermore, Koser et al. (36) reported significant difference in compression measurements depending on tissue orientations, for both WM and GM. They even found significant differences across GM regions, with the dorsal horn being stiffer than the ventral horn, while WM would be transversely isotropic. Obtaining similar data for human SC would refine the model and provide more insights for regional analysis.

The acknowledged hypothesis is that the main components in DCM pathogenesis are tissue compression and ischemia, with the two processes working both sequentially
(cervical compression inducing arterial obstruction causing ischemia) and additively
(ischemia exacerbating compression pathological effects) (4). For this reason, the study
focused on mechanical stresses and strain measurement were not included. Including
strain in such an analysis could bring more insights in the understanding of the pathology,
but this would require a more complex and accurate modelling than the elastic law used
here, with failure criteria. Unfortunately, such data are not available yet.

Impacts on tissue perfusion were not modelled in this study either. SC vascular
network is very complex and may vary across individuals. Moreover, the characterization
of its effect on the tissue mechanical properties is challenging. However, as described
earlier with regards to corticospinal tracts early demyelination, ischemia effects are a key
component in the pathogenesis of DCM. Ashareef et al. (38) implemented a simple model
of the anterior spinal artery and five of its branches to investigate how differently
anterior, posterior and anteroposterior compression would affect blood supply. One of
their main findings was that the perfusion disruption caused by the compression of the
main arteries could potentially be compensated by an increased blood flow in non-
compressed arteries. However, effects of and on capillary network within tissue was not
investigated. This field of research still remains unexplored but would help refine the
model.

The time scale of degenerative changes leading to cord compression remains
unknown but clearly extends over several years and even decades. During this period of
time, as tissue gets more and more compressed, tissue degeneration also induces a change
in tissue properties. In this study, this change during development of the compression was
not taken into account and tissue properties were fixed during the entire length of the
simulations. We expect that it would only affect the constraints values but not the overall
trends and distributions observed. Regarding quantification more particularly, the 95th
percentile of the absolute constraints value was preferred over the maximum value here to
mitigate outliers’ effect but this index can yield slightly different values depending on the
considered regions. No gold standard has been agreed upon so far and studies rarely
mention the metric used.

Furthermore, only three vertebral levels were considered which limits the SC extent
along the I-S axis under investigation. Moreover, the compression consequently occurs at
unequal length from top and bottom of the model, which were fixed. A choice was also
made to leave the whole middle vertebral level (C5) free, neglecting potential constraints
from surrounding muscles. On the one hand, performing the same compression
simulations on a longer I-S extent of the model might let higher degrees of freedom to the
cord and increase the time necessary to reach compression threshold. On the other hand,
fixing intermediate vertebrae (or including neck muscles in the model) would reduce SC
mobility and help reach the compression threshold faster.
5. Conclusion

Integrating representative morphologic measurements of DCM compressions into a comprehensive spine model and by means of an exhaustive quantitative analysis of the constraints, different compression patterns were shown to induce different constraint profiles along the I-S axis, along degenerative process development and across SC regions. Median diffuse compression was found to be the most detrimental pattern, causing the highest constraints with the fastest pace. Anterior GM and WM pathways would be the most affected regions, except for circumferential compression where posterior GM and dorsal columns would be equally at stake. In contrast, lateral WM pathways demyelination observed in DCM would not be attributable to applying constraints only, but to the combined effects of compression and ischemia.

Future work will look at patient-specific simulations in association with microstructural assessment of the tissue by MRI in a view to define a threshold inducing myelopathy based on actual applying constraints. In the near future, for patients showing stenosis at the preclinical stage, reliable simulation models could be strong predictors of potential deficits and could help prompt preventive surgery. Such an approach is in stark contrast with the current policy as consensus still is to indicate decompression at the time of clinical impairment without any guarantee for recovery.
6. Table and figure captions

Table 1. Compression indices compared between SM2S model at t=0 (row 1, dark gray background), DCM patients group (rows 2, 3) and literature (row 5 and below). Row 4 reports the equivalent percentage compression of SM2S model if the mean compression measured in patients is applied to the model. The compression indices found in literature were reported in percentage with regards to controls when data were available (italic format within table). For easier visualization, background of spinal canal-based indices was colored in light gray. Agreement of cord-based indices around a value of 70% compression (with regards to uncompressed value) was highlighted in green. Compression indices are defined in Figure 1.
Table 2. Model parameters used for simulations. $\rho$: density (g.mm$^{-3}$), $E$: Young’s Modulus (MPa), $v$: Poisson’s ratio, $M$: mass (g), $K$: stiffness (N), $E_t$: tangent modulus (MPa), $(\mu_1, \mu_2)$: ground shear hyperelastic modulus (MPa), $(\alpha_1, \alpha_2)$: material exponent parameters (MPa).

Figure 1. Definition of the compression indices measured on anatomical MRI data. Diagrams represent a simplified transversal view of the cord (black outline) and spinal canal (blue outline). A-P: anterior-posterior, R-L: right-left, CSA: Cross-Sectional Area.
Figure 2. Main compression types observed in the DCM group. First row shows anatomical transversal MRIs (T2*-weighted scans). Red arrows indicate the compression processes occurring as pointed out by the clinician. Second and third rows show the transversal and sagittal views for the corresponding simulations (constraint maps are the Von Mises stress). Anatomical markers are indicated on each image (A: anterior, P: posterior, L: left, R: right).
Figure 3. Constraints value (95th percentile of the absolute value by millimeter) along the inferior-superior axis for each compression type. The extent of each vertebral level is indicated below. $\sigma_X$, $\sigma_Y$, $\sigma_Z$: stresses along X, Y, Z; $\tau_{XY}$, $\tau_{YZ}$, $\tau_{ZX}$: shear stresses in plane XY, YZ, ZX.

Figure 4. Constraints value (95th percentile of the absolute value in whole cord at each simulation step) along the development of the compression until threshold, for each type. x-axis corresponds to the simulation steps until compression threshold is reached. The
time sale of degenerative spine changes leading to DCM, which extends over several
years, and the respective timings of individual processes, are unknown. Therefore, care
should be taken when interpreting those results in terms of dynamics. $\sigma_X$, $\sigma_Y$, $\sigma_Z$: stresses
along $X, Y, Z$; $\tau_{XY}, \tau_{YZ}, \tau_{ZX}$: shear stresses in plane $XY, YZ, ZX$. 
Figure 5. Spinal cord regions analysis at compression threshold. Each constraint value (95th percentile of the absolute value by region) were quantified and plotted by region on an unwrapped transversal map. Region labels are indicated on the bottom left-hand corner. Note that left and right regions were quantified together to get rid of bias caused by potential asymmetry in compression types (e.g., lateral type). Color scale was defined according to minimum and maximum values across all constraints and regions. $\sigma_X$, $\sigma_Y$, $\sigma_Z$: stresses along X, Y, Z; $\tau_{XY}$, $\tau_{YZ}$, $\tau_{ZX}$: shear stresses in plane XY, YZ, ZX.
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